It is proved that the groupoid of nonsingular partial isomorphisms of a Lebesgue space (X, ft) is weakly contractible in a "strong" sense: we present a contraction path which preserves invariant the subgroupoid of ^-preserving partial isomorphisms as well as the group of nonsingular transformations of X. Moreover, let $ be an ergodic measured discrete equivalence relation on X. extended the weak and the uniform topology to the group Aut (X, IJL) of nonsingular transformations of (X, fJL) and generalized the results obtained in [Ha]. However, the homotopical properties of this group have not been studied so far.
For a detailed exposition of the productive interplay between ergodic theory and operator algebras we refer to [M, C, S2] . The present work also was stimulated by a paper [PT] being pertained to operator algebras. In particular, given a countable group F^-A\it(X, ft), then one can consider the full group [F] and its normalizer N [F] in Aut (X, fi) which are the measure theoretical analogues of the unitary group U (M) and the automorphism group Aut (M) of a von Neumann algebra M. Both groups, [F] and N [F] , are Polish: the first with respect to d u , the second with respect to some metric d defined by T. Hamachi and M. Osikawa [HO] . Further topological properties of [F] was discovered by S. I. Bezuglyi and V. Ya. Golodets [BGl] . They proved that ([F] , d u ) is simply connected and arcwise connected (even regardless the countability of 7"). On the other hand it is known that U (M) is contractible for any properly infinite algebra M as well as for a family of type II\ factors [PT] . Moreover, the homotopical structure of Aut (M) is completely described by S. Popa and M. Takesaki [PT] for AFD factors of type // and Ilh, 0</K1. It seems natural to obtain the similar results for [F] and N [F] .
In the first section of this paper we study the topological structure of the groupoid Part (X, (JL) of partial isomorphisms of (X, fjL). We show that Part (X, fji) endowed with the "generalized" weak topology is a Polish groupoid. Furthermore, Part (X, fi) is contractible in a "strong" sense: we provide a contraction path which preserves invariant both Aut (X, /JL) and Auto (X, fji). So, Aut (X, fji) is also contractible.
In the rest of this paper we prove the statements announced in [Da] . The second section is devoted to the study of homotopical properties of the Polish full group [F] . Note, that [F] may be identified with the group of inner automorphisms of the /^-orbital measured equivalence relation. We first prove that [F] is contractible if F is of type / or //. Then using Krieger's discrete decomposition theorems we demonstrate the contractibility of [F] actually for any ergodic type /// group F (only in Ilh case we restrict our consideration to a special class of groups; approximately finite groups are in this class). As an auxiliary result we describe the structure of any ergodic Ilh transformation group (see also [B] ). This generalizes the Krieger's theorem for approximately finite groups.
In the final section we investigate the topological structure of N [F] for an approximately finite ergodic group F. The main results are as follows. If F is of type //, then N[F] is contractible. If F is of type Ilh, 0</1<1, then 7ii (N[F] ) = Z. For a type IIIo group F the normalizer N[F~\ is homotopically equivalent to the centralizer of the associated Poincare flow endowed with the weak topology. Note that the AFD factors of type IIIo were not considered in [PT] .
We prove the above statements in pure measure theoretical setting without use of the modular theory, which was the fundamental tool in [PT] . Moreover, unlike [PT] , we do not use the Michael's selection principle, and all of required continuous cross-sections are constructed in an explicit way.
Note, that the problem of the contractibility of N [T] for a type IIIi group F remains unsolved in spite of the announcement [Da] , since there was an error in the earlier proof.
I am grateful to V. Ya. Golodets for drawing my attention to the paper [PT] ; he also suggested to obtain measure theoretical analogues of those results. I thank the participants of the Kharkov Seminar on Ergodic Theory and Operator Algebras for helpful discussion of the work. §1. The Topological Structure of Aut (X, p) and Part (X, JJL) Let (X, 33, IJL) be a Lebesgue space; we suppose that JJL is nonatomic and a-finite. We fix a map [0, [i(X) } ^s-*X(s) ^33 with
(ii) IJL(X(S))=S for alls. We let Part (X, IJL) = (6\6 is an invertible, nonsingular map from a measurable subset Dom(0) onto a measurable subset Im(0)},
Note, that we identify any two objects (such as measurable sets, maps, partitions, etc.) which are equal almost everywhere.
We shall suppose below that IJL (X) = 1. Denote by 311 (#£) the unit ball of the algebra of all bounded linear operators of the Hilbert space #£ = L 2 (X, IJL) . It is known that Sliffl) endowed with the * -strong operator topology is a Polish *-semigroup. The set of all projectors
as well as the set of all partial isometries are closed subsets of SBi (X) . Note that Iso (X) is a groupoid if we set
and define the multiplication by
The unit space of this groupoid is 9 (X) ; the right and the left unit of an element U ^ Iso (X) is U*U and UU* respectively; the inversion map is the * -conjugation. Moreover, Iso (2) (X) and 9 (X) are closed subsets of lso(X) X Iso (X) and Iso (X) respectively; and all of the groupoid operations are continuous. So, Iso (X) is a Polish groupoid (see [R] ) . We let where PA is the projector on the subspace of functions which are vanish outside A. The Boolean algebra d ) + (X) is a closed subset of 9 (X) . It is well known that
where X+ = L+ (X, ft) is the closed cone of almost everywhere nonnegative functions. It is obvious that Iso+ (X) is a closed subgroupoid of Iso (X) .
For a partial isomorphism 6^Part(X, //) the function is well defined. We extend it to the whole X by setting -^ -(x) =0 for all Dom(0). So, the linear bounded operator U& of X given by (IV) (r) =/(fe) is well defined. It is obvious that C/0 belongs to Iso (X) and UeUo = PDom(0), U&U0 -Pim(0). We shall show that the one-to-one groupoid antiisomorphism Part (X, fji) 3 (9 » is onto. Actually let [/^Iso+(^f) with U*U=PA and UU* = P B for some measurable subsets A, 5^$. Notice that either 0(A) >0 and j/(B) >0 or ^U) = ju(B) = 0. Then U induces an isomorphism of the Boolean algebra generated by (A, 35 \ A, fi I A} onto that generated by (B, 33 \ B, ft \ B) . for 0i, 0 2 e Part (X, //).
Proof. The corresponding statements for Aut (X, ft) were proved in [Ha, IT, HO] . In our case one should apply a similar argument. D It is known that Auto (X, fi) is contractible [K] . We shall prove the follow- 
Proof. For a partial isomorphism 0^ Parto (X /*) we set
We also denote u = fjt (C) We define now a metric m on M by
for/1,/2^ M. Then M endowed with m is a Polish space and JV is its closed subset. We put +^ (Dom (0i) ADom (0 2 ) ) +{i (im (00 Aim (0 2 ) ) , for 0 lf 0 2 e Part (X, 0). It induces the well known uniform topology on the closed subset Aut (X, ft) dPartQC IJL) . Like it was done in the case of the group Aut(X, //) [IT, HO] , one can prove that Part (X, ft) is a complete, nonseparable, topological groupoid and that the uniform topology is stronger than the weak one.
For a countable subgroup F<^Aut(X, ft) we set [/l*={0ePartGr, 0)|0* e /* for a.e.
Then [jT] (respectively [jT] *) is said to be the full group (respectively the full groupoid} generated by jT.
It is known that [T\ is a Polish group with respect to the uniform topology [HO] . Proof. We divide the proof of this proposition into some steps. (s~l) Suppose first that F is ergodic and type //oo. We fix a ^-continuous decomposition of X= U s>oX(s) with v(X(s)) =s. Denote by 9\ the family of countable ordered partitions 17 = {r]Jn=i of X with i>(rj n ) =1 for all n ^ N. It is easy to see that 9\ is a Polish space with respect to the metric r given by Moreover, the topology on 9\ is uneffected if we replace ti by an equivalent measure. We now fix a partition rj^d*i and set Then the partition <5P (£) = {<5,
(1) (£) J^^ for t& [0,v(B) ). Since the map # > 1 3$i-»v('$i"~~ )7i) ^K is continuous, the map def is also continuous. Moreover, (7o
. In a similar way, for each fc^N we have a continuous map with do* +1) (-9) =-9 and Oiio 15 ($) ^^i(fe + l). Now for a positive 5 we choose nN and t e [0, l) with n -1 <s <n and 5=n ~ 1 +1 and set a s (-9 
It is a routine to check that the map is continuous and do (5) =ft a +00 (-9) By 9\ we denote the family of countable partitions w= (w^n=i of Y with A (w n ) =1, n^N, and by r the corresponding Polish metric on it (see(s-l)).
For each countable partition w of X and z ^ Z we consider the partition w\z\ ~{w n \z\} n of r, where y ^ ti7» [z] <==> (z, y) ^w n . Then Z 3 2 "-* w [z] is a measurable field of F-partitions. Otherwise, each measurable field of 7-partitions generates some Z-partition and the correspondence w[z\] is one-to-one. We let 9\-(w\w is a countable partition of X with w[z~\ ^9\ for a.e.
Then 9\ is a Polish space with respect to the metric n given by r-(™,rj)= f r (M,r] This statement is proved in a similar way as Lemma 2.4. but with reference to the following Krieger's lemma (see [HO] for the proof) . Proof. Let v be a ^-equivalent strictly F-admissible measure on X (existence of such a measure for a type III* group was established in [Krl, HO] We may assume that X= [0, °°), y is a Lebesgue measure on X, and dfi(x)
By 9\ we denote the family of ordered partitions tn = {w^ wez of X with Z!«ez^w^ (^7») -+ °° . We admit that some elements of the partitions can be y-neglectible.
For every automorphism 7^ [jT] we define a partition 71(7) = (7 by
, n e Z. Consider the Haar measure Xz on the group Z =° % z (i) =1, i^Z. Denote by T the shift on Z: T(I) =i + l. For a countable group A<^Aut(X, //), the product <5 = 5x {r w | n^Z) will be called the countable expansion of A. It is well known that A is weakly equivalent to A if A is ergodic and infinite type (i.e. not type //i).
Let G be a Polish group. For a countable group IX Aut (X ^) we denote by $CT) d^fX^f the ^-orbital equivalence relation. A measurable map a I 9l(£)-+G is an or&ttol cocycle if a Or, y)a(y, z) =a(x, y) for a.e. (x, y), (y, z) £3?(-T). An orbital cocycle a is said to be transient if there are a neighbourhood F of the identity in G and a subset A^X with fi(A) >0 and a(x, y) $F for all (x, y) e %(£) H (AXA),x^y [Shi] .
First of all we prove the discrete decomposition theorem for F which generalizes the Krieger's theorem for approximately finite groups [Kr2, HO] . Since F is of type /// 0 , there exist a //-equivalent measure v and a neighbourhood V of the identity in R+ with v(x) =°° and ^J (x) &V~ {1} at a.e. x^X for all 7 F [HO, SI] . By [FM] there is a (nonergodic) countable subgroup IJL) with fora.e.
Let p: X-+Z be the 4-ergodic decomposition and fc = fi Q p~l. According to [SI, Theorems 7.22, 8.7 and Corollary 6.9 Choose two sequences (B n }n=i and {7 w }«=i of measurable subsets of X and elements of F respectively in such a way that {p (B n )}n=i is a partition of Z, /t({y\(z, j/)e£ n })>0for allz^ (B n (z, y) for all (z, y) ezx r w , n^N.
Since Tr(Qox) = QTF(X) for a.e. x^X, there exists a measurable field , A) of automorphisms of (Y, /I) with (2-3) QoGz, y) = (Qz, U z y) for a.e. U, y)
Using (iii) we obtain that ( x ) =i at a<e . x f or a n 3^4. There- is almost everywhere a constant which will be denoted by mod U z (cf. [CK] ) . By using (ii) and (iii) , one can prove that the full group [T] is generated by A and Q 0 -Thus, we have proved the following structure theorem (cf. [B] ) . Proof. We use the notations of the previous theorem. Moreover, we assume that Y-[0, °°), X is a Lebesgue measure on Y, and /lo is the ^-equivalent probability measure with dA 0 (y) =exp(-y}dX (y) for all y^Y. Let The first is equvalent to #(0«A Aft4)-»0 for every A e$, i. e . ^(ftz, 0)->0 as n ->°°. The second implies that d u (6 n rOn l , 6r6~l}-^Q as n-*«>. Thus d(6 n , 0)-> 0. It follows that the normal topology is stronger than the Hamachi-Osikawa one. Since (N \_F] , d) is also a Polish group [HO] , the open mapping theorem yields that these topologies are equivalent.
The main goal of this section is to study the homotopical structure of N [F] endowed with the normal topology. (0) It is known that C(W r (R)) endowed with the weak topology is a Polish group and the following sequence is exact and split [H] . Proof. We use the notations of Theorems 2.9 and 2.10 and identify jj, with £X/L Since A is approximately finite, we may assume that A is generated by â -preserving transformation S 0 :
So (2, y) = (z, Sy) , (2, y) ^X, where 5^Aut 0 (r, X) is an ergodic transformation. It follows that U Z^N [S] for yc-a.e. z (see (2-3)). e ^« we set a k = (ai, • e B ,a w , fe, a w +i) ^ 7"»+i, fe = 1, 2. Since /^ is approximately finite, there is a sequence of arrays {X (a) , ? ((x) \a^ T n } , n^N, such that (see Theorem 2.9 and [HO] ) :
( i ) {X(a}} a <=Yn is a partition of X, (JL(X(QL)} >0 for every a^T n , (ii) r(a)€=[r]* withDom(r(a))=A'(e(n)) > Im(7(a))= (iii) Z(a) =A-(a°) U^(a x ), r(a°) (X(a°)) ^^(a 1 ) for all (iv) the collection of the sets {X(a)\a^-T n , n^N} generates the cr-algebra », (v) U £=1 [/Vl is uniformly dense in [F] , where F n is the automorphism group generated by the partial isomorphisms (vi) the function X (e (n)) 3 (2, y) *""* rf -U. y) is independent of y for allneN. It is straightforward that for each automorphism 0 e Cl d ([zl] 
